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Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
� :ي�%اس آ>+*% /1 16 ال  =>.ت، 89 آ�34ن ا67... آ�34ن ا &%س /1. و /.,�- ,+*% ()اف  &%اس #" ا �

?+@A .) ی.ت%A/ .ی.ت ی&>"  =>.ت%A/ . 6%اسC  3AD<3 و آE%F<و آ G3 /+%ویH=@<ح>. آ JK3 حE%F<3 و آAD<آ
1/ . "ADر یMNی Mأي واحQ.س، ه%&@  "ADK- 7 6%اض? 7 وا 3 آ�اف، . 9. خ() "<=U&�حJK أ,. آ.یV وحM أ " آ

�Mة آADK" و آZ+K ا %(�8 و حJK أ,. آ>%آX&9 Y. آ�&AD, "<=U" 89 وحM ا#" ا �=.ح H  أ,. و JKح "AD<و آ
.X&9 8��V . آ>+Z ا %(A6.ی V��V آ�=&3 ا DK%، آ�=&3 ا F[، آ�=&V9 3 ح�G ا >.س (.\A1، ه1 6.یX .ا &.دات دی "# ___

�=3 ا D. #" ا =`%. ذاك ا A" أ " ی+3A و آ�3AD ا D. #" ا =`%U3 و یAD3  . ی<=���V آ\.) cرع +3ای.A ا "# ___ "#
�=3 . ا M<6 .9 .DهZD #" ا Mی3ر، آ.ی>�V دی3ر أ " M<6 .9هZD ا D. و  V4 آ.ی>?  &3ی>?. آ.یV وحM  &3ی>?U�آ�3AD و آ

c3ای+  .X�# 3<=�K�هgا ا A" أ " (.ش 9&%و#? 6@�X. ا &.دة و  V4 9&%و#? 6@�>. (. K%ح.ب، . ا V9 .D  &3ی>. و أ " آ
آ>G ___ .  دی.ل آ�D. آ�3N 3 ا >.س دی.ل ا Mارة  4=�%ة، ا Mار  4=�%ة ___ هgا ا A" أ " آ�&U=>"ا >.س ز16، ا >.س

G�A9 ... V��G هQg ه" 9.6A9 9)ی.ن اخ% 9%ة "A ذاك ا ،"A ة و آ.ن ز16 ذاك اME M<6 %�i M��G دوسG ا &A9 و
 %k� دی. "، ا %k� آ%ی.ت دی. " #" اg 4%ت اl/ 6.ودت Z��G و  =GH /+%ویG . دی. " /V91 ح�m آ>G آ>&A9 و

  . و هgا ا A" أ " آ.یV. و خ%GE 89  =>.ت و حJK أ,. آ>MXر ش3ی. (. A@+?، 9.ش" ()اف
  

 
English translation: 

 
Y: I go to a lot of weddings during the summer. I go to weddings there [in Goulmima] 
with the girls or techerat in Techlhit. We go out and we wear tahrouit and we go to the 
weddings there. There, anyone could go; you don’t need an invitation or anything to go to 
the wedding. What I really like is that, in the morning, I would go with one of the ladies 
to feed the animals, and I, too, would feed the animals. I like this because people are still 
living with their traditions. They sell dates, they sell lettuce, they sell animal food and 
they fetch the water from the well. They go to fetch the water from a well. They still do 
laundry in a spring on the street; they don’t do laundry in the house. There are some 
houses that don’t have water at home, but there is the spring and they can fetch the water 
from there and also do laundry. This is what it is known for. But also its people are 
known for their hospitality. They are, as we say, “people of the big house.” This is what I 
like about it. The last time I was there was about two years ago; I went to celebrate the 
small Eid there with my grandmother. It was very nice because it reminded me of my 
childhood memories. I spent my childhood there. When I went there, I wore tahrouit and 
I went out with the girls. I even speak a bit… not too much Techlhit. This is what I think!  
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